Artery Blocks
Potential to Heart Attacks & Strokes
Road to Recovery Naturally

How Arteries Are Blocked
Arteries are part of the circulatory system
which blood carries oxygen and nutrients
throughout the body. Arterial plaques and
calcifications could arise due to deposits of
calcium, cellular wastes, cholesterols, fats
and wastes that cause arteries and blood
vessels to harden and narrow over time.
Once this happens, blood clots and the
blocking of blood flow in our body occur.
Blocked vessels leading to the heart can
cause heart attacks, while brain blockage
can lead to stroke. Blockage to the limbs
can affect mobility, leading to gangrene.
Factors causing blocked arteries could be
due to high fat concentration in the blood,
hypertension, diabetes, hormones from
stress, smoking, genetic effects, immune
system deficiencies and high bad cholesterol
with low good cholesterol. Brain disorders
and migraines (usually from pathogenic
attacks) could also lead to heart attacks
and strokes. Diseases of the circulatory
system include aortic aneurysm, angina,
arrhythmia, atherosclerosis, high blood
pressure and peripheral vascular disease.
Many are unaware that their system is
blocked. If discovery comes too late, there
could be serious organ damage that could
even be fatal. Even the young are not
spared. Sound quality sleep can help
improve the health of brain, heart and
organs.
Breakthrough In Energy Therapy
Conventional treatments usually involve
open surgery or stent implants, short and
medium terms unless the root challenges
are identified and lifestyles changed.
Treatments could be costly and may
endanger the lives of some.
In our 20-year research studies using energy
patch therapy, we have very good results
in removing the blockages. This therapy is
more affordable and not at all life

threatening. The Qi therapy in the energy
booster patches, left on 24/7, helps clear
blocked passages within 3 months.
Improvements are often seen within the
first month in our local research. Once
cleared, we use stem cell energy patches
to repair the organ damage without using
foreign cells that might not agree with the
body. We see this as a breakthrough when
minds are opened to new scientific
discoveries. Many, including top executives
are coming forward to realise these benefits.
It is good to protect yourself from future
attacks using this Qi therapy-discovery.
Free screening tests by appointment can
be done to alert you of your potential health
challenges for timely remedial actions.
Some are unaware of health problems they
might be suffering from. Through our Qi
therapy, we help you ride over these
challenges with energy, food, water, air,
supplements and lifestyle changes. Cases
from abroad are being helped without their
presence, by sending photos to us for
analysis.
Local Case Studies
Study 1: A man in mid-twenties has very
high level of autistic viral attack in his brain
since birth. The virus caused him fits,
migraines, high artery blocks and stress.
Using the energy patches, it was confirmed
within three months that his artery blocks
were reduced by 100%, virus by 76%,
stress by 53%, whilst the strength of his
immune system was increased by 50%.
Study 2: A man in his fifties suffering from
high blood pressure, cholesterol and
migraines, often complained of tiredness
and numbness. He had two strokes within
three years and a heart attack with four
heart stents two years ago. His root
problems were traced to the autistic virus
since birth. I warned him of another heart
attack soon but our therapy takes about 3
months. In the first month, he suffered his
second heart attack and was found that
two of the heart stents were 75% blocked
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while the other two, 50%. He went through
an operation for his two arteries and is
responding very well to our energy therapy.
Study 3: For 20 years, a lady in mid-fifties
suffered giddiness, viral attacks and vision
loss. She recovered after 3 years but started
to suffer giddiness, nausea, tiredness,
palpitation, depression, anxiety and high
cholesterol once more 10 years ago. Her
dad passed away due to heart attack, and
her brother also suffered from heart attack.
She was in “panic hysteria” when she first
saw me. We found she had very high level
of artery blocks and diabetes. Within a
month she was responding well on her
circulation and by the third month, she was
sleeping better, and on the road to recovery.
Study 4: A lady in her late fifties could not
sleep well for nearly 20 years. She often
woke up in the middle of her sleep, was
easily tired and experienced numbness in
her limbs. She had 2 operations to remove
her endometriosis, with skin disorder since
young and had shoulder aches. We found
she had high artery blocks and allergies on
her skin. Within just a month of patch
therapy, the numbness in her fingers and
limbs had reduced a lot. She sleeps so much
better now. She was so pleased and
introduced her sisters and others to us, all
who have benefitted from the treatments.
Study 5: A top executive in his late fifties
had been taking medications including for
blood thinning and cholesterol for his artery
blocks. He had stiffness and numbness in
his fingers, was often tired, low in energy,
sleep deprived and he had his polyps
removed. We found he had very high artery
blocks in spite of his medication. He was
unaware of the bacterial attacks and
damage to his kidneys and colon. Within
a month of our therapy, he noticed marked
improvement, slept better and introduced
many top executives who went through
our treatments and are seeing improvement
in their health.
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